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•capable instructors in advanced science is threatened. 
At present teachers of elementary science are better 
paid, on the average, than those -engaged in the 
higher branches, and are additionally, in most cases, 
entitled to pensions under the Teachers' Superannua
tion Act. The obvious result of this anomalous state 

-of things is that the ranks of higher scientific teachers 
will be depleted unless strong and prompt Govern
ment action is taken to place the universities and 
colleges on a sound financial basis. Unless this be 
done there is little prospect of obtaining the research 
workers necessary to secure the industrial future of 
the countrv. CHAS. R. DARLING. 

City and Guilds Technical College, 
Finsbury, E.C.z. 

The Indian Rope Trick. 

THE recent correspondence in the Daily Mail 
relating to the Indian rope trick is very similar to the· 
controversies that have arisen from time to time in the 
Press in India, but nothing said seems to advance the 
evidence a jot further. The man who does. the rope 
.trick has yet to be produced! 

During a considerable portion of a residence of more 
than thirty years in India, I studied Indian conjuring 
and made all the inquiries I could regarding this trick. 
I knew many of the best conjurers between Calcutta 
and Delhi, but never found one who had seen the rope 
trick. Several had heard of it, some believed in it, 
none could satisfactorily explain it. 

Personally, I am of opinion that the rope trick is 
entirely mythical. I decline to accept the various 
theories put forward by amateurs in support of its 
practicability, such, for example, as hypnotism or sub
stitution. The most likely explanation I have heard 
is that the trick is performed in a courtyard, that 
smoke obscures the view above, and that the rope is 
actually thrown up to a confederate, who fastens it to 
a beam which cannot be seen on account of the smoke; 
a lad then climbs up the rope and is similarly lost to 
view in the smoke, but even this theory is unlikely. 
It would not be impossible to arrange a scene on a 
stage where the rope trick could be performed as an 
illusion-not by a smoke screen, but by other means 
of- hiding what happens above a certain height. 

As to Indian conjuring generally, I consider it to 
be far behind European, though the sleight of hand 
is often extraordinarily good, and the methods occa
sionally ingenious, as, for instance, when conjurers ap
parently cause a few grains of wheat or gram to sprout 
in a few moments-a far better illusion than the over
rated mango-tree trick. 

Indian conjurers are very conservative and seldom 
prorluce new tricks, and they are very slow in dis
covering how a trick, new to them, is done even when 
performed by an amateur on well-known principles. 

G. HuDDLESTON. 
Heme\ Hempstead, Herts. 

THE USE OF HELIUM FOR AIRCRAFT 
PURPOSES. 

S HORTLY after the commencement of the war 
"'- it became evident that if helium were avail
able in sufficient quantities to replace hydrogen in 
naval and military airships, the losses in life and 
equipment arising from the use of hydrogen would 
be enormously lessened. Helium, as is known, 
is most suitable as a filling for airship envelopes, 
in that it is non-inflammable and non-explosive, 
.and, if desired, the engines may be placed within 
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the envelope. By its use it is also possible to 
secure additional buoyancy by heating the gas 
( elec.trically or otherwise), and this fact might 
possibly lead to considerable modifications in the 
technique of airship manceuvres and navigation. 
The loss of gas from diffusion through the en
velope is also less with helium than with hydrogen, 
but, on the other hand, the lifting power of helium 
is about IO per cent. less than that of 'hydrogen. 

Proposals had been frequently put forward by 
men science in. the British Empire and in enemy 
countnes regardmg the development of supplies 
of helium for airship purposes, but the first 
attempt to give practical effect to these proposals 
was initiated by Sir Richard Threlfall, who re
ceived strong support from the Admiralty through 
the Board of Invention and Research, under the 
presidency of Admiral of the Fleet Lord Fisher. 

It was known that supplies of natural gas con· 
taining helium in varying amounts existed in 
America, and it became evident from the pre
liminary investigations made by Sir Richard 
Threlfall, and from calculations submitted by him 
as to cost of production, transportation, etc., that 
the:e was substantial ground for believing that 
helium could be obtained in large quantities at a 
cost which would not be prohibitive. 

Prof. J. C. McLennan was invited by the Board 
of Invention and Research in 1915 to determine 
th_e cont.ent of the supplies of natural gas 
Withm the Empire, to carryout a series of experi
ments on a semi-commercial scale with the helium 
supplies available, and also to work out all tech
nical details in connection with the large-scale 
production of helium and the large-scale purifica
tion of such supplies as might be delivered and 
become contaminated with air in service. In this 
work Prof. McLennan received assistance from 
his colleagues, Profs. John Satterly, E. F. 
Burton, H. F. Dawes, Capt. McTaggart, and 
Mr. John Patterson. 

In the course of their investigations, which 
were carried out with the co--operation of L' Air 
Liquide Co., it was found that large supplies of 
helium were available in Canada, which could 
be produced at a cost of about one shilling per 
cubic foot. 

In the summer of 1917, when the United States 
of America had decided to enter the war on the 
side of the Allies, and after the investigations re
ferred to above were well under way, proposals 
were made to the Navy and Army and to the 
National Research Council of the U.S. A. to co
operate by developing the supplies of helium avail
able in the United States. These were made, on 
behalf of the Admiralty, through the Board of 
Invention and Research by Sir Ernest Rutherford 
and a special Commission consisting of Com
mander Bridge, R.N., Lt.-Col. Lowcock, and 
Prof. John Satterly. 

The authorities cited agreed to co-operate with 
vigour in supporting these proposals, and large 
orders were at once placed by them with the Air 
Reduction Co. and the Lynde Co. for plant, equip
ment, cylinders, etc. The Bureau of Mines also 
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co-operated in deYeloping a new type of rectifying 
and purifying machine. By July , rgr8, the pro
duction of helium in moderate quantiti es was ac
complished, and from that time onward the possi
bility of securing large supplies of helium was 
assured. 

Concurrently, all practical details of the pro
duction of helium-borne airsh ips and of the navi
gation of this type of craft were developed by the 
airship production section of the Navy. At the 
same time, under the direction of Prof. McLennan, 
plans were prepared and steps taken to erect 
and equip a station for purifying the helium which 
might become contaminated in ser v ice. Experi
mental investigations were also initiated with the 
object of dewloping the possible technical and 
scientific uses of helium. In particu lar, balance 
and spectroscopic methods for testing the purity 
of the gas \l·ere worked out, studies on the relative 
permeability of balloon fabrics to hydrogen and 
helium were commenced, and experiments were 
begun to exploit the use of helium in gas-filled 
incandescent lamps, gas-filled arc lamps, and 
thermionic valves. The equipment provided for 
the purification of contaminated helium in large 
quantities supplied the major portion of the ap
paratus required to liquefy helium, a nd arrange
ments were therefore 111 <Hle to produce this gas in 
a liquid form. 

The advances already made by the time the 
Armistice commenced warrants the opinion that at 
the end of another year large supplies of helium 
would have been produced within the Empire at a 
low cosl, helium-filled aircraft would have been in 
service , and progress would have been made. 
in exploiting· the technical and scientific uses of 
this gas. 

Before the war a proposal to utilise helium as a 
filling for airships would have been viewed, even 
by men of science , as akin to a proposal at the 
present time ·to pave the Strand with diamonds. 
Thanks, however, to the enterprise, enthusiasm, 
and initiative of the N av;y , hacked by imagination, 
a suggestion--at one time considered to be chi
merical--h as to-dav become a realisation . 

BIRDS A..ND THE WAR. 

WITHIN the limits of a short article it is not 
possible to do justice to our feathered 

friends. The services rendned by homing
pigeons to the Army, Navy, and Air Forces have 
been invaluable, and numerous stories of their 
gallantry and devotion, under fire and even when 
wounded, have already appeared in the daily 
newspapers. Canaries, long recognised as the 
miners' friends in detecting the presence of 
poisonous underground gases, have played their 
part in the war by being used in the trenches and 
dug-outs when the presence of German poison
gas was suspected. It is not so generally known 
that parrots, in the earlier days of the war, were 
employed on the Eiffd Tower to give warning 
of the approach of enemy aircraft. Sea-gulls, on 
more than one occasion, betrayed the presence 
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of submarines and mines and thus preventeo 
disaster to our sailors. 

On the actua1 battlefield the behaviour of birds 
has been remarkable. Unperturbed by the terrible 
racket and the bursting of gas-shells, a nightin
gale trilled its sweetest, a soaring skylark poured 
out its song, a blackbird sang the more merrily 
the heavier the bombardment, swallows twittered 
around, and nested in, the battered ruins of Ypres 
Cathedral even when it was under fire ; a "minnie
shell,'' which burst in the middle of a covey of 
partridges, did not alarm them and they went 
on feeding unconcernedly a few seconds later. 
In fact, it may be said that the birds, wherever 
they could eke out an existence, seemed oblivious 
to the life-and-death struggle going on all round 
them. 

At home the consensus of opinion of trust
worthy observers shows that birds were at first 
much upset by air raids. As these, however, 
became inore frequent, their fears diminished. 
There can be little doubt that birds are adaptable 
creatures, and soon become accustomed to loud 
noises. As an example of this, it may be stated 
that when the bells of St. Paul's were rung, after 
a protracted silence, to celebrate "Armistice 
Day," the City pigeons, long unaccustomed to 

. such sounds, appeared to be seriously alarmed, 
though in days of peace they paid no a ttention 
to the daily chimes. 

The restrictions on food, imposed on ;,1! loyal 
citizens, made it an offence to feed birds and 
prosecutions ensued. A sportsman was fined for 
feeding pheasants on grain, and more than one 
kind-hearted person paid the penalty for feeding 
birds on scraps. Cage birds were difficult to 
keep, and never were pa rrots more freely offered 
on loan to the Zoological Gardens. 

The strenuous orders issued to farmers to 
plough up the maximum amount of their land was 
f6Ilowed by a misguided outcry against all birds. 
Thanks to the efforts of the Royal Society for 
the Protection of Birds, and a few reasonable 

the agriculturists were persuaded 
that, after all, the majority of birds do more good 
than harm. There are, however, several enact
ments made against birds (such as the extension 
of the period for burning heather, the prolongation 
of the shooting season for grouse and blackgame, 
and the "Destruction of Pheasants Order "} 
which, it is to he hoped, will shortly be modified 
or repealed. 

Reports are not yet to hand as to how birds 
fared in enemy countries; probably they were no 
better off than they were in Great Britain. Such 
items as have evaded the strict German censor
ship, regarding the shortage of food, tell us that 
rooks were sold and eagerly bought as articles. 
of diet. It is amusing to note that a corre
spondence, carried on in one of our leading daily 
newspapers, as to the edibility of gannets, gulls, 
etc., was ingeniously interpreted by the German 
newspaper-men as showing that England was 
starving owing to the invincibility of the U-boats. 

Migration does not appear to have heen 
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